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The new Super Single tyre tread is now available 
for sale. Learn about VL160A.

N# 124706/2019

The VL160A serves the heavy cargo transport segment and has been specially developed for use on 

super single tyres mounted on trailer axles. It offers the benefits of low rolling resistance and excellent 

abrasion resistance, contributing to the efficiency of road transport in trailers and semi-trailers. The 

result of its use is the combination of performance and savings for fleet owners and self-employed 

carriers. 
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VL160A means:
V Vipal Tread
L Tread recommended for use in trailer axles

160
The numbers 100 and 200 represent treads for use on highways and paved streets, with 
radial tyres

A Tread with flaps
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Rounded Shoulders and Inclined Recess: 
Decreases the lateral drag abrasive effects 
from maneuvers near the curb. In addition, 
its inclined design minimizes the effects of 
lateral abrasion and/or tread pulling/release.

Zigzag Grooves: Groove design providing 
fewer rocks embedded in the tread, preserving 
casing integrity.

Eye Control: Suggestive wear indicator.

Recommended application Highway

Optional application Regional

Construction Radial

Axles Trailer

Vehicles

Technical information:

Code Description N#
mm in kg / m lb / ft mm in Recommended tyre

440232 VL160A 12.0 305 12 5,30 3.56 15  19/32 385
440233 VL160A 13.0 330 13 5,79 3.89 15  19/32 425
440234 VL160A 14.0 360 14 1/8 5,37 3.61 12  15/32 445

 Trailer and Semi-trailer

The VL160A is marketed in all countries except Brazil.

Mud and Snow
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This indicator makes it possible to 

identify anomalies in alignment, 

balancing and geometry.

This indicator suggests tire 

rotation, looking for the wear 

adjustment.

At this point, the recommendation 

is to change the tires, aiming the 

casing preservation.

Eye Control Technology
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The new Vipal technology, named Eye Control, will act as a helper to the end user, fulfilling the purpose 

of being a suggestive tread wear indicator. 

Through Eye Control, the user will be able to identify tire anomalies, the suggested time for rotation, 

as well as the moment to remove the tire for a new retread.

See below the details and operation of Eye Control:


